Name of the company

MAGIA HOLDING

Sector of activity

Construction

Country of operation

Rwanda

Stage of business

Start-up (1-3 yrs)

Describe your project
proposal

CONSTRUCTION OF 2600 MIX HOUSES

Revenue in 2019

Up to 1 Mln US Dollars

Number of employees

1-10

Looking for...

Partnership
Investor
New Clients

If you are looking for
investment, how much it
should amount?

100-500 K US Dollars

Please explain the
environmental/social impact
of the project (emissions
reduction, job creation,
gender equality…)

Our project proposal stems from the desire to promote a
new concept of urban, residential, social, commercial
and industrial "ecologically futuristic" core that is as
self-sufficient as possible in terms of energy, water and
environment.
We started from the assumption that realizing urban
nuclei with a residential value only, with the offer of
minimal and essential services, would have hardly solved
the problems currently faced (above all) by the poor

and middle classes of the Rwandan population.
Starting from this assumption it was possible to deduce
that among the minimum requirements necessary for
a dignified quality of life it is necessary to provide for the
right to live in private spaces (homes) and public
spaces that are as healthy and at the same time socially
and civically stimulating, with an occupation work that
produces a fair income, as well as access to services
commonly considered essential such as water and
electricity.
In order to achieve these ambitious objectives, the design
aspects were analyzed both on a general scale and
on a more detailed scale, paying particular attention to
construction and architecture, basing the design
choices on the most important aspects of an ecological
settlement: energy, bio-architecture, water conversion,
landscape planning, waste management etc.,
demonstrating the real possibility of generating a
community
that is socially, economically and ecologically as
self-sufficient as possible.
Our Vision is therefore to create an eco-sustainable
multi-social neighborhood, where people can live in
houses
of different types, having the same services available.
These services improve the quality of life and physical
and mental health of citizens, allowing them to
participate actively in the well-being of the Community.
Our Mission is to guarantee the best housing solution at
the lowest price, with MADE IN RWANDA
constructions, thanks to the introduction in the country of
new innovative construction technologies, easy to
build and put into operation, and competitive costs
compared to the current technologies present in Rwanda,
but with the best aesthetic, structural and durability
qualities.
Magia Holding Ltd.was established in 2018 with the aim
of managing the planni

Contact details / Focal point

magiaholding.rw@gmail.com

PRIVATE MEETING REQUEST
Project design of an
eco-lodge in Rwanda
Plastic ban: challenge and
opportunities in Rwanda

Food processing
Add initiative

